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ABSTRACT: Focusing on the protection of privacy and
non- publicity of special networks, the CPN model is
extended to PCPN by the protocol factor and the formal
model. The FPCPN (Formal Protocol Colored Petri Net)
is presented to analyze the operation mechanism of
protocols. It is introduced by four steps, such as the whole
structure, the network element conversion, the conditions
of transition triggers/executions and sub-system partitions.
Finally, the feasibility and efficiency of FPCPN is validated
by an example.
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1. Introduction

Network countermeasure needs to analyze the feature,
loophole and weakness that exist in the protocols of
others’ networks. However, for the privateness and no
publicity of special networks (e.g. Military Communication
Network), protocol analysts are faced with the problems
of the complication and ambiguity of the protocol space
[1,2]. It is difficult to be quickly and efficiently analyze the
protocol based on Petri Net directly by hand. As a
development of Petri Net, Colored Petri Net (CPN) makes
great contributions in the aspect of protocol analysis [3-
10]. Analyzing the network protocol often needs to model
the whole protocol, which requires those modeling
personnels to get a full command of the details of the
whole protocol. But those protocol analysts for network

countermeasure can only grasp part of the details and
some functional characteristics so that they are unable
to modeling the whole protocol with CPN. Thus, it pushes
the research to develop an analysis for protocol modeling
under the condition of partially grasping the details.

To solve the above-mentioned problems, this paper, focuses
on network protocol, the CPN model is extended to PCPN
by the protocol factor and the formal model---FPCPN
(Formal Protocol Colored Petri Net) is presented to
analyses the operation mechanism of protocols. This
approach supports fuzzy modeling of the network protocol
and formally analyzes it so as to make it convenient for
the attack personnels to analyze the nonpublic network
protocols.

2. Formal Protocol Colored Petri Net

In this chapter, mechanism analysis of Protocols Based
on the FPCPN Model is presented by the study of PCPN
model. In the following, we can briefly introduce the Petri
Net and Colored Petri Net, and then get the definition of
PCPN.

2.1 Colored Petri Net
Petri Net was proposed by Germanic doctor C.A. Petri in
his doctoral dissertation in 1962 when he studied the
communication mechanism of automaton. It is an
important tool to model and analyze the concurrent
system and a set of formalized approach of modeling.
This new “automaton” model attracts broad attention in
the academic circle at that time, hence named after him
as Petri Net. The traditional automaton model is suited
for describing the state and space problems of sequential
behaviour, while Petri Net is suited for describing the
systematic problems of concurrent behaviour. Automaton
is a direct description of the mechanism of sequential
system behaviour while Petri gives the description of the
mechanism of concurrent system behaviour from two
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levels. Firstly, Petri Net directly presents the physical
structures of the concurrent system and the initial
distribution of the source state. Then, with the help of
firing pule, Petri Net will indirectly present the dynamic
behaviour mechanism of this concurrent system.
Compared with other modeling tools, the main advantages
of Petri Net on mechanism analysis of protocols are:

(1) Petri Net has stronger simulation capability to network
system. It is proved that, the descriptive capability of the
Petri Net with inhibitor arcs is the same to that of Turning
Machine.

(2) Petri Net is a kind of graphical represented model.
This feature makes it can represent concurrence,
sequence, conflict, synchrony, share of system in intuitive
way. Petri Net is especially suitable for describing the
asynchronous and concurrent phenomenon and provides
new solutions for the following various kinds of problems:
the concurrency of different events belonging to the same
network; the conflict between local target and global target;
the restrictions of limited network resources; the unified
description of different network information flow.

(3) Based on linguistic theory, Petri Net can formally verify
the correctness of communication protocol. The relevant
research institutions have already successfully taken
advantage of Petri Net to do research on the theories and
techniques of verifying the correctness of protocols.

However, in the practical application process, especially
in those complicated modeling process, people also find
that Petri Next still exists some deficiencies and
limitations. For example:

(1) It is simple for Petri Net to use Token to describe the
object. In system modeling process, Token is often used
to represent the object. Token is just an abstract symbol
in basic Petri Net and there is no difference between the
objects it represents. While objects in practical application
is often more complicated, there are differences between
those objects and each with its own specific properties.
Petri Net can only use Token to represent those different
objects broadly.

(2) It’s easy for models established with Petri Net to
become complicated and huge. One of the publicly
recognized shortcomings of Petri Net is that there are too
many nodes in the practical application process which
makes it difficult to analyze.

To overcome this shortcoming, relevant researchers extend
Petri Net to CPN model. In the traditional Petri Net
modeling process, Tokens usually represents objects with
various properties. However, CPN makes the values of
Tokens represent objects’ different characteristics by
assigning colors to the Tokens among which Tokens with
the same property are colored the same. In this way, CPN
overcomes the two above-mentioned traditional
shortcomings so as being widely applied to the area of
analyzing and verifying protocols.

2.1.1 Colored Petri Net agreement
Before giving the definition of CPN, we should make
following agreements on the symbols that we use in
advance.

All elements of Type, denoted by T;

The type of variable, denoted by Type(v);

The type of the expression, denoted by Type(expr);

The set of variables in expression, denoted by Var(expr);

The set of expressions, denoted by Expr;

A binding of the set of variables V means, for any variable
v ∈V, there is an element b(v) ∈Type(v) being related to
this; the value of the expression when binding b, denoted
by expr<b>, satisfies the condition that Var(expr) is the
subset of b’s variables, we use binding value to represent
every v ∈Var(expr) in the expression.

Defining colored Petri Net system needs the conception
of multiset, for there is not only one kind of individual and
what they compose is not a set but a multiset. Here give
the conception of multiset and its algorithm.

Definition 1. Let P be a non-empty set, N is a non-negative
integers set, and then the function from  P to N is called
the multiset in  P.

The distinction between multiset and set is that the former
allows the same element to appear several times. For
example, {a, a, b) is the multiset of {a, b), here a appears
two times. We usually use PMS to represent the set which
consists of all the limited multisets in the set of  P.

Let b ∈PMS be any one of the multisets in P, according to
the definition, for any p ∈ P, b(p) ∈N0, b is only decided by

the element in P with the equation     b(p). p. This relation

is denoted as:
Σ

p∈P

b = Σ
p∈P

 b(p). p

For  b(p) ∈N0,                is a non-negative integer and called

as b’s multiplicity, denoted by | b |.

Σ
p∈P

 b(p)

Definition 2. Let b1= Σb1( p). p,b2= Σb2( p). p be two
multisets of P, n ∈N0 is a non-negative integer, and then
its algorithm is defined as follow:

(1) b1+ b2 = Σ(b1(p) + b2(p))·p

(2) n·b = Σ(n·b(p))·p

(3) b1 < b2    p ∈P < b1(p) < b2(p)

2.1.2 The Definition of Colored Petri Net
Definition 3. A colored Petri Net is a multi-component
system which satisfies the following equation CPN = ( Σ,
P, T, A, N, C, G, E, I):

A
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(1) Σ is a finite non-empty set of type and type is called
color set in colored Petri Net. It decides the type,
calculation and function used for labeling, such as
expression, guard, initialization and color set etc.

(2) P is a finite set called place set.

(3) T is a finite set called transition set.

(4) A is a finite set of arcs such that: P T = P A = T A
=Φ

(5) N is a node function. It is defined from A into P × T ∪ T
× P.

The first one is the source node; the second one is the
target node. The two nodes belong to different types, that
is (transition, place) or (place, transition).

(6) C is a color function. It is defined from P into Σ. It
means that all the tokens of p belong to the color type
C(p);

(7) G is a guard function. It is defined from T into a boolean
expression and the type of all the variables in G(t) must
be included in the color set such that:

              t ∈T: [Type(Var(G(t))) ⊂ Σ ];

(8) E is an arc expression function, which defines each
arc into a type C(p(a))MS expression. It means that every
time E(a) evaluates a value, it will generate a multiset
which depends on the adjacent color sets. E satisfies the
following relation:

       a ∈ A: [Type(E(a)))=C(p)MS Λ Type(Var(E(a))) ⊂ Σ];

(9) I is an initialization function. It is defined from P into
closed expressions such that:

p ∈P: [Type(I(p)))=C(p)MS ]

The arcs of Colored Petri Net are the oriented segments
which link place and transition. Its color set decides the
type labeled in CPN. Each place is defined into a color
set C(p) by the color function C, namely, all the labels in
P belong to the color type C(p). The arc expression function
E defines each arc into a type C(p)MS  expression which
means that every time E(a) evaluates a value, it will
generate a multiset which depends on the adjacent color
sets. When the arc expression does not appear, the default
is empty. The initialization function I defines each P into
no variable expression, its type is C(p)MS and the type of
the initial expression can also be none.

Although CPN overcomes some shortcomings of
traditional Petri Net, but it still has the theoretical natural
shortcoming of Petri Net, that is the mixture of semantic
meaning and network structure which is difficult to be
separated. That makes it impossible to analyze the
network protocols with CPN in procedures and automated
way. Yet, for the non-standardized feature of special
network protocols, protocol analysts are faced with the
problems of the complication and vagueness of the protocol
space. It is difficult to be quickly and efficiently analyze

the protocol based on Petri Net directly by hand. In
addition, analyze the network protocol often needs to
modeling the whole protocol, which, requires those
modeling personnels to get a full command of the details
of the whole protocol. But those protocol analysts for
network countermeasure can only grasp part of the details
and some functional characteristics so that they are unable
to modeling the whole protocol with CPN. Thus, it pushes
the research to develop an analysis for protocol modeling
under the condition of partially grasping the details.

To solve the above-mentioned problems, this paper, focuses
on non-public network protocol, the CPN model is
extended to PCPN by the protocol factor and the Estelle
formal model---EPCPN is presented to analyses the
operation mechanism of non-public network protocols.

2.2 Protocols CPN
Protocols CPN is a CPN model proposed in this paper for
non-public network protocols with its aim to take advantage
of formal modeling to analyze the functions and features
of non-public network protocols. PCPN is defined on the
foundation of CPN.

This paper takes the tristate of communication subject
as the basic place, the subjects participate in
communication protocols are set to ready, wait and
complete. In the execution process, the communication
subject stays in any of the three states.

Definition 4. PCPN
Set the octad group (Σ, P, T, A, N, C, G, E, I) as a Protocols
CPN, then:

(1) Σ is color set;

(2) P is place set and divided into Pe and Pc, that is
entity place and subsystem place.

The entity place Pe represents the resources or variables
that exist in protocols and each of its place consists of
triad (entity, num, state). Entity, num, state respectively
represents the communication subject, the information
order of the subject, the state of the subject (ready, wait,
complete).

Connection place Pc is a special kind of place with itself
being a sub-PCPN, each connection place all accomplish
a complete protocol function. The purpose of introducing
it is to divide the network protocols into several relatively
independent parts and model the protocols from macro to
details by the coarse and fine so as to carry out stepwise
refinement of protocol analysis.

(3) T is a set of transitions.
(4) A is a limited set of arcs, namely, the set of input arcs
and output arcs of transitions.
(5) N is a node function such that N :A P × T ∈ T × P.
(6) C is a color function such that C: P Σ.
(7) G is a recognition function such that G:T Σ and    t ∈
T:

A

A

A

A
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[Type (Var(G(t))) ⊂ Σ].

(8) E is an arc expression function such that E: A Expr
and    a ∈A: [Type (E(a)))=C(p) ∈Type (Var(E(a)) ⊂ Σ]

(9) I is an initialization function such that I: P Expr and
   p ∈P: [Type(I( p)))=C( p)MS ].

From the definition of PCPN, we can see that it has three
features: (1) it is compatible with CPN and can make use
of already existed CPN theories to analyze protocols. (2)
It considers network protocols’ own features and takes
vital protocol factors such as communication subject,
information order, subject state etc. into account. (3) It
has modular modeling feature. For those focused protocol
functions, it can modeling in details while for those
unfocused, it can only build functional sub-CPCN model
without knowing the details of the realization of sub-CPCN.
Therefore, PCPN can quickly and accurately establish
formally analysis model for non-public network protocols
and take the reality that network analyst only grasp certain
part details of the protocols into considerations. Figure 1
shows the PCPN model of stop-and-wait protocol.

Figure 1. PCPN Model of Stop-and-wait Protocol

2.3 Formal PCPN model

2.3.1 Formal Estelle
Estelle is a formal description language based on an
extended state transition model. This language has many
features similar to that of Pascal programming language,
and the protocols described by it is easier for computer
to realize.

Estelle language regards a system as one which consists
of many intercommunication modules which exchange
information through channel and extern variable. Module
contains module header and module body. Module header
defines extern variables including interaction point and
input or output. Module body defines the inner structure
of module and describes a transformation of module
behaviour. Transformation is the most important part in
module body. The specific description of transformation
is shown in Figure 2. Also, module body defines a series
of procedures and functions which are similar to functions
in program language and being transferred in the execution
process of transformation. The role of channel is to link
different module headers which prescribe the role of two

A

A
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parties (on/lower, initiating/responding party). The joint
point of channel and module is called interaction point.

This paper mainly discuss the formal Estelle of PCPN.

2.3.2 Formal Mapping Method of PCPN
The design basis of transforming PCPN to formal model
is that all the transitions in subsystems are all transformed
to trans in Estelle for those transitions are independent
and the trans are concurrent. According to their relations
to transition, protocol entity place, different types of Token
and arcs in network are correspondingly transformed to
protocol variable, data type, trigger conditions of transition
and execution action.

2.3.2.1 Overall structure
As shown in Figure 3, the global PCPN system is the
highest abstraction of PCPN model and the top level
specification module to Estelle[11,12]. In Estelle,
subsystem is shown by the transition of rectangle which
represents module or channel entity. All the subsystems
are linked by connection place and connection place is
neglected in Estelle. The transitions of each subsystem
can also evolve to independent PN model and the
transitions in which become the transformation group of
this module. More levels can be recursive transformed
with similar approach.

trans//start transformation
when ip.message//condition of transformation

from A to B//transform A to B
provide C && delay(t1,t2) && priority D//match multiple conditions
begin

...//transformation action
end

Figure 2. The Specific Description of Transformation

Global PCPN system
Connection place

Subsystem

Subsystem

Connection place

Figure 3. The Global PCPN System

2.3.2.2 Transformation of Network Elements
As shown in Table 1, each PN model has its own initial
mark distribution which can be transformed to the
initialization part of Estelle. The initial mark distribution of
all the subsystems is the distribution of the whole system.
As transition is independent and concurrent, there can
exist several state transformation parts which form

transformation group  inside the module with each
transition corresponding to a transformation. We use
provided clause, when clause to represent the trigger
conditions of transition and use executive statement,
function or procedure to represent the execution of
transition.

PCPN element     Formal description

Place: protocol entity Pe     variable

Place: protocol place Pc     neglected

Token: data information     Data type

Token: control information     Data type

Transition     Transformation part
    trans

Input arc     Trigger condition,
    execution action

Output arc     Trigger condition,
    execution action

Extended transition condition     Trigger condition
Table 1. Transformation of the Initial Mark

Distribution of PCPN

2.3.2.3 Trigger conditions and execution actions of
transition
PCPN uses transition rules to describe the dynamic
characteristics of the system, especially reflected on the
input and output arcs connected with the transition. The
constructed nature of PCPN formal transformation is to
map every transition of PCPN automatically into
transformation components in Estelle module. The process
is as follows:

A. The trigger conditions of transition (decided by its input
and output arcs), set transition as tj:

(1) For each input arc, defining function check-inputar ( pi
,tj) to check whether it satisfies the followings: a)the
number of token in arc < the number of token in ( pi , b) the
number of color in the arc E(tj) < the number of color in
C(pi), if satisfied, it returns to true, otherwise, it returns to
false.

(2) For each output arc, defining function check-output
arc (tj , pk ) to check whether it satisfies the followings: a)
the number of token in arc + the number of token in pi  <
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the maximum number of token of this type, b) the number
of color in the arc E(tj ) + the number of color in C(pi ) < the
maximum number of this color, if satisfied, it returns to
true, otherwise, it returns to false.

(3) The trigger conditions of transition are determined after
the operation of the return values of those functions.

B. The execution action of transition is also reflected in
input and output arcs and can be shown as follows:

(1)For each input arc, defining procedure act-input arc
( pi , tj ), delete the consumed token in the input place
when triggered.

(2) For each output arc, defining procedure act-output arc
(tj , pk), add token to output place when triggered.

Here, the deleting place may have different meanings in
realization: for protocol variable, the variables being
transformed into Estelle should minus the value needed
for transition such as the decrement of counter, the
decrease of the number of available cache or take the
new value of the size of sliding windows. The adding
operation is also respectively realized in trans according
to the above-mentioned conditions.

2.3.2.4 Subsystem Division Algorithm
Subsystem division algorithm includes place division and
transition division.

Step 1: Divide place P into each subsystem and introduce
m-dimension mark vector and m-dimension check vector.
Mark is used to record whether each place is examined
and check is used to record whether place is fell under
current module.

(1) For each place, the initial value of mark and check is
False.

(2) Delete all the input and output arcs connected with Pc
in set A.

(3) mark[1] =TRUE:

(4)Take any pi meets mark[i]=TRUE and check[i]=FALSE;
if none, go to (6).

(5) For pi, find all places connected with arc set A and
check them, if mark[j] = FALSE, then mark[j] = TRUE,
check[i]=TRUE, otherwise, return to (4).

(6) If the check value of all the places is TRUE, then it’s
finished; otherwise, for places whose current check value
is TRUE, they belong to the same module. Then, in the
rest place, take any pi , set mark[i] = TRUE; return to (4).
According to above algorithm, we can divide places into
different sets P1, P2, P3, …, all the places in Pi form a
subsystem and each connection place forms a set.

Step 2: Divide transition into subsystem module:

(1) Take any place set Pi that gets in the above algorithm.

(2) For each element pm in Pi , find each transition according

to the input arc, if it is not in the module, and then add it
in.

(3) For pm , find all transitions oriented to this place
according to the output arc, if it is not in the module, and
then add it in.

(4) Repeat (1)(2)(3) until the end of the calculation.

Figure 4 gives the formal description of certain transition
in simple stop-and-wait protocol.

Figure 4. The Formal description of Certain Transition in
Simple Stop-and-wait Protocol

Through this process, PCPN model can be transformed
to formal description and get formal PCPN model---
FPCPN. It makes it convenient for protocol analysts to
undertake programmable formal analysis, so as to find
the deficiencies and bottlenecks. The following is the
process of protocol analysis with EPCPN.

2.4 Analysis of non-public network protocols based
on EPCPN
(1) Identify the key fields of the protocols. According to
the situation of identification, key fields can be divided
into two categories: function implemented with details
mastered and function implemented without details
mastered.

(2) Establish protocol PCPN model. Make function
implemented with details mastered key fields the entity
place Pe and the other the connection place Pc. Set Σ, T,
A, N, C, G, E, I according to the relation between those
fields. Then, test the correctness and completeness of
the model with CPN theory.

(3) Transform PCPN model to FPCPN model according
to the transformation process in 2.3.2.

(4) Make use of formal voice to undertake automatic

trans
when user.message
            provide check_inputtarc(S1,t1) && check_outputtarc(t1,S2)
            begin
                             act_inputarc(S1,t1);
                             act_outputarc(t1,S2);
            end

function check_inputarc(S1,t1)
            if Send_buffer==0 return true;
            else              return false;

function check_outputarc(t1,S2)
            seq=(seq+1)mod2;
            if M(S2)+1<=1 return true;
            else          return false;

function act_inputarc(S1,t1)
           M(S1)=0;

function act_outputarc(t1,S2);
           Send_buffer=0;
           M(S1)=0;
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analysis of FPCPN model.

3. Examples of Protocol Analysis

This section gives the result of analyzing IGMP protocol with
FPCPN model. (1) from Figure 5, we can see that with
the increasing of nodes of network, the state space of
CPN model is rapidly broaden while the state space of
FPCPN model is relatively narrowed.(2) from Figure 6, we
can see that, the convergence rate of protocol analysis
based on FPCPN model is 75ms faster than that based
on CPN model.(3) from Figure 6, we can see that, when
the field of type is set as unknown in IGMP protocol, the
convergence rate of protocol analysis based on FPCPN
increases with 140ms compared with the field of known.
The above performance analysis explains the feasibility
and availability of FPCPN model in the non-public network
protocol analysis process.

Figure 5. Analysis of State Space

Figure 6. Analysis of Convergence Speed

4. Conclusion

Non-public network protocol has the feature of privateness,
thus the protocol analysts are faced with the problems of
the complication and ambiguity of the protocol space. It
is difficult to analyze the protocol based on Petri Net
directly by hand quickly and efficiently. We extend CPN
to FPCN and expound it from the aspects of overall

structure, transformation of network element, transition
trigger condition/execution condition and subsystem
division algorithm. Finally, the paper gives the example of
protocol modeling and analysis with FPCPN model and
verifies the feasibility and availability of FPCPN model.
However, the proposed approach is still faced with the
problems of the complication and ambiguity of the protocol
space. Further theoretical exploration is still needed to
solve these problems.
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